Methods developed in the context of 2d conformal field theories and integrable models are used, in the harmonic superspace language, to solve the system of non linear harmonic differential Z is known to correspond to the BPS mass.
and the Lagrange field ∆ −4 and present explicitly the associated purely bosonic − ω dependent action in the central extension case. We derive also the explicit form of the associated hyperkahler metric as well as the induced non trivial scalar potential shown to depend on the square term 2 Z . This provides then a way to make a comparison with the standard result in which the term proportional to 2 Z is known to correspond to the BPS mass.
1-Introduction
Hyperkahler metrics building program is an important question of hyperkahler geometry(which can be solved in a nice way in the harmonic superspace [1, 2] ) a subject much studied in modern theoretical physics, more especially in connection with the theory of gravitational instantons; moduli problems in monopole physics, string theory and elsewhere [3, 4] The present work, is a natural continuation of a program already started [5] [6] [7] and which consist in applying the standard knowledge on two dimensional conformal symmetry and non linear integrable models to the problem of hyperKahler metrics building. The context in which this research work is involved consist, in discussing the integrability of the system of non linear differential equations that appear in the central extension of D=2 N=4 SU(2) Liouville self interacting model and deriving the associated purely bosonic action after integrating over the Grassmann variables and the harmonics. This is an important step towards an explicit calculation of a new extended hyperkahler metric. We start in section 2 by reviewing the main lines of the hyperkahler metrics building program in the harmonic superspace and consider in 
2-Generalities on hyperkahler metrics building program in D=2 N=4 HS:
We recall in this section some general results of the hyper-kahler metric building from harmonic superspace. The subject of hyper-kahler metrics building is an interesting problem of hyperkahler geometry that can be solved in a nice way in harmonic superspace if one knows how to solve the following non-linear differential equation on the sphere S 2 [2] 
Note also that Eq.(2.1), which fixes the u-dependence of the q s + ' , is in fact the pure bosonic projection of a two-dimensional N=4 supersymmetric HS superfield equation of motion. the remaining equations carry the spinor contributions and are shown to describe, among others, the space-time dynamics of the physical degrees of freedom namely 
where ω ω = ( , , ) z z u is a real field with zero U(1) charge defined on #×S 2 and whose leading terms of its harmonic expansion given by
Similar as in Eq(2.1), the interacting potential H 4+ depends in general on ω , its derivatives and the harmonics. Note the important observation of [9] , that one can always pass from the q + hypermultiplet to the ω hypermultiplet via a duality transformation [10] Since the solutions of these equations depend naturally on the potentials V 4+ and H 4+ , finding these solutions is not an easy task. There are only few examples that have been solved exactly [2, 6, 11] . Let us review in what follows some well known examples.
Example1:
The Taub-Nut Potential [2] The potential of this model is given by ( ) ( ) 2 4 2 ,
where λ is a real coupling constant. For this potential, the equation of motion reads
and its solution is given by
Note that the knowledge of this solution is an important step towards the identification of the metric of the manifold parameterised by the bosonic fields ) z (z, f and ) z (z, f i i of the D=2 N=4 supersymmetric non linear Taub-Nut σ -model.
Example 2:
The Egushi-Hanson Potential: [2] This model has also been solved exactly and corresponds to the following potential Furthermore, the origin of the integrability in Eq(2.12) is shown to deal with the existence of a conformal symmetry generated by the following conserved current
with 0
To close this summary; note that other examples of hyper-kahler potentials are known in the literature [11] .
3-Central extension of the bosonic action and integrability:
Focussing in what follows the above SU(2) Liouville model whose associated D=2 N=4, hyperkahler action; describing the coupling of the analytic superfield
given by [6, 7] ( )
where λ is the coupling constant of the model and 
where the central charges ( , ) Z Z are generators which belongs to the Cartan subgroup of a given
Lie group. As we can easily check, the equation of motion corresponding to the action Eq(3.1) reads:
where the analytic superfield Ω is expanded in series of θ r + and θ r r To solve these equation of motion, one starts first by solving the Liouville-like equation of motion (3.5) whose solution, originated from integrability and conformal symmetry in two dimensions is given in the HS language by [6] f f e − = =
Consider then the action Eq.(3.1) which becomes after integrating with respect to the Grassmann [
These vanishing integrals serve to eliminate the auxiliary field G and ∆ . The resulting bosonic action is then given by , the auxiliary field F now contribute too unlike that in ref. [7] where it is integrated out. To obtain a purely bosonic theory; one have to reduce much more the action Eq Our principal focus now is to use the equation of motion Eq (3.10) for ω and integrate over the harmonics ± u to derive the purely bosonic action from which one can easily identify the metric associated to the D=2 N=4 SU(2) Liouville self interaction in the presence of central charges.
4-The building and the structure of the extended hyper-kahler metric:
Starting from Eq(3.27) and using the convenient parameterisation [7] ω , which appears in the last term of the action Eq(3.27); in terms of the bosonic degrees of freedom f , is to remark that ) 2 ( Inserting these expressions into the bosonic action Eq(3.27), one obtains the following result: 
Lengthy and hard calculations lead finally to the following purely bosonic action:
where The first explicit expression obtained for this metric is of course incomplete due to the previous approximation. The missing terms in this metric (as well as in the derived potential V(f)) are easily recuperated by looking just at the behaviour of the first leading terms of the components
The complete expression of the metric described by the bosonic field f reads as: where α and rr η are arbitrary constant already introduced in section3.
are also finite numerical quantities defined for 1 n ≥ and n 2 N ≥ .
Note that a possibility of generating other non-trivial scalar potential via non-vanishing central charges in the non linear, 2D N=4 supersymmetric sigma-models was noticed earlier by Alvarez-Gaumé and Freedman in [3] 
Conclusion and discussion
In the spirit to extend the results already established in [7] and which deal with an explicit derivation of a new hyperkahler metric associated to D=2 N=4 SU(2) Liouville self interacting as shown in [7] ). The proposed explicit solutions are given in Eqs (3.18-19) and the resulting reduced bosonic action is shown to take the form presented in Eq(3.27).
2. In computing the metric, we have observe that the factor proportional to 2 Z in the action Eq(3.27) namely This is an important step towards achieving the reduction procedure of the action to the purely bosonic form. One of the advantages of this observation is that one can overcome the difficulty in treating the term 6. It is now widely known that harmonic superspace provides a framework for constructing general hyperkahler metrics. Original results in this issue are given by the Taub-Nut and Egushi-Hanson metrics exhibiting both U(1) Pauli-Gursey isometrie as shown by Gibbon at al in [11-c] . In parallel to this work, the authors showed in an original way, the existence of multicenter family of hyperkahler metrics including the above ones and their integrable deformations [11-b,c] . They showed also that these metrics are associated to a series of potential depending explicitly on the harmonics variables. As our D=2 N=4 SU(2) Liouvile like potential Eq(2,11) share with the Egushi-Hanson potential the important feature to incorporate both the dimensionless quantity ξ ++ which shows an explicit dependence on the harmonics, we can then conclude that our derived hyperkahler metric belongs to the Gibbons et al multicenter family exhibiting a U(1) symmetry and breaking SU(2) invariance
